Abbreviations 4C -4-component BIA -bioelectrical impedance analysis BMC -bone mineral content BMI -body mass index BV -body volume DXA -dual energy X-ray absorptiometry FFM -fat-free mass FM -fat mass LMS -lambda sigma mu SDS -standard deviation score SEE -standard error of the estimate TBW -total body water WT -body weight Abstract 1 Background: Routine pediatric clinical assessment of body composition is increasingly 2
were generated for f a t -f r e e mass index and fat mass index. Reference data for British children's skinfold thickness measurements were provided in the 1 1 1970s (1). More recently, reference data for UK children's BMI were published in the 1990s 1 2 (6), using Cole's LMS method to take into account age changes in the variability and 1 3 skewness of the data (7). These BMI charts have become the primary UK reference for 1 4
interpreting nutritional status in the clinic, and have been replicated in many other populations 1 5 (8) (9) (10) (11) . To aid convergence between these approaches, the skinfold data were also converted 1 6
to LMS format (12).
7
International BMI cut-offs for categorising overweight/obesity and underweight have 1 8 also been published (13, 14) . Such BMI data have been widely adopted in part because of hormonal products of adipose tissue challenge this view, and adipose tissue is now understood 2 4
to play a complex regulatory role, exerting many of its effects on f a t -f r e e tissue (15). There is 2 5
The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition AJCN/2012/036970 Version 3 5 therefore increasing interest in the ability to categorise f a t -f r e e mass and fat mass, and 1 monitor their changes over time. 2 Recently, we summarised a number of contexts in which information about body 3 composition could be of value to the pediatrician (16), and also described the methodologies 4 available (5). However, until reference data for children's body composition are available, 5 measurements of individual patients will remain difficult to interpret (17) . Reference data for 6 individual techniques (eg skinfold thicknesses, BIA, DXA), have been reported in the 7 literature (18-25), but no study has yet provided comprehensive reference data on a range of 8 techniques in any single population. Here, we describe reference data for a number of 9 different measures of body composition, allowing our reference dataset to be used across a 1 0 variety of techniques. categorised as overweight or obese, but they were not recruited directly from obesity weight-1 7 loss clinics, and had no disease that might have adversely affected growth and development. Valid data were obtained on 533 individuals. Data on 32 other individuals were 1 discarded because either one or more of the basic measurements was unsuccessful (n = 16; 2 mostly very young children), or the modelling was unsuccessful (n = 16) as indicated by 3 spurious body composition data. As indicated in Figure 1 , a wide range of BMI SDS was 4 apparent at all ages. There was no significant correlation between BMI SDS and age in either 5 sex.
6 which is due in part to differing age-associations of individual fat depots, as proxied by the 1 8
four skinfold thicknesses (data not shown). Tables 2 to 5 give z-score and centile reference 1 9
data for each of fat-free mass, fat mass, fat-free mass index and fat mass index by the 4C 2 0 model, for each sex. bias across the range of adiposity, but greater random inconsistency in those of low adiposity.
8 Table 8 shows correlation coefficients for SDS for indices of fat-free mass by sex. All 9 correlations were ≥ 0.80 (p<0.0001). no variability in bias across the range of fat-free mass SDS. fat-free SDS accounts for 96% and 94% of the variance in 4C fat-free SDS in males and 2 0 females respectively. In both sexes, agreement is better for fat-free SDS than fat SDS (Figure reference data for a wide range of outcomes, which would allow future studies to benefit from 1 converging on a common dataset, regardless of which technique was used. can be applied in combination with our published reference data for hydration (38) . Comparing between techniques for adiposity, the highest correlations with 4C fat mass 2 4 SDS were found for whole-body DXA fat mass SDS, with coefficients of 0.98 in females and 2 5
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2
Ideally, interpretation of body composition data requires adjustment for body size.
3
This is particularly evident when children grow between two measurement occasions, but is 2 4 also important if making a baseline assessment of patients who may have abnormal weight or 2 5 1 5
height for their age. BMI represents the established index of weight adjusted for height in 1 pediatric clinical practice. BMI may be divided into two components, the fat-free mass index 2 and fat mass index. Each of these is adjusted for height, and unlike %fat, the fat mass index is 3 not confounded by variability in fat-free mass and therefore represents a more objective index 4 of adiposity (17, 50). However, it has also been shown that whilst fat-free mass scales with 5 height 2 , fat mass scales with height raised to a higher power, eg height 6 in 9 year-old children 6 (50). There is currently uncertainty over how best to adjust pediatric body composition data 7 for size (51), and our new reference data for 4C fat-free mass index and fat mass index 8 therefore represent a pragmatic preliminary attempt, which we intend to address further in 9 future work.
1 0
A limitation of our study is that we are unable to extend the age range below 5 years.
1
We have collected a large amount of isotope and skinfold data from 6 weeks to 4 years (52), 1 2 however these were collected a decade earlier than those reported here, and there is a poor 1 3 statistical fit between the two datasets, most likely due to differential exposure to obesogenic instrumentation in combination with foot-plates and hand-grips, and hence will not be entirely 2 0 consistent with data collected from supine individuals using adhesive electrodes. However, 2 1 standing BIA removes a degree of inter-observer error, as it avoids the need to place 2 2 electrodes on anatomical landmarks. A third limitation is that ethnic variability in our sample 2 3
was not adequate to allow us to explore this issue in our analysis.
4
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In summary, we have described the measurements available in our new reference 1 dataset and provided examples of how the data can be presented; there are many alternative 2 formats and a large amount of additional data are available from each of the two-component 3 techniques. We anticipate that the most appropriate use of the reference data will vary in 4 clinical and research settings. To facilitate their use by clinicians and researchers, we intend to 5 make the data available through an internet portal, allowing individual raw data for each 6 technique to be entered with age and sex data, to calculate SDS (7). The graphs will also be 7 available for download. While for some purposes (eg evaluating cardiovascular risk) BMI 8 SDS remains adequate for differentiating clinical status (53,54), growth charts that allow 9 partitioning of weight into its fat and fat-free components are likely to be valuable for 1 0 monitoring more immediate effects of disease and response to treatment (16). The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition AJCN/2012/036970 Version 3 the Japanese child population. J Physiol Anthropol Appl Human Sci 2003; 22: 293-8.
5
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